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Abstract—This paper focuses on a generalized approach to
providing user interface to a web-based expert system (WBES).
We examine MVC and MVP design patterns used traditionally to
construct a web application user interface. In order to leverage
the strength of the MVC/MVP design patterns we propose a
special ontology representing a user communication domain. We
describe a self-service networked infrastructure for automatic
deployment of command line interface (CLI) applications. We
demonstrate how to apply the proposed ontology for the design
of a WBES aimed at supporting client software re-execution in
clouds. In particular, we address the problems existing in the
area of software development for music information retrieval
algorithms implementation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Pervasive nature of modern software is a popular subject
of the present-day technology discourse, whether the question concerns computer-assisted education, interface design,
usability or elementary forms of programming, which are
one of necessary elements of modern information literacy.
In particular, service-oriented software and cloud technology
significantly transformed the way we use computing and
storage capabilities.
There is a constant interest to organizing processes of
research software distribution in order to make computational
and data resources available for other users. For example,
in the domain of information retrieval (IR) many developed
approaches are semantic relatedness centered. The focus of
such works is on developing algorithms for better semantic
relatedness evaluation, semantic classification or clusterization. An obvious way to evaluate an IR algorithm is to use
various test collections, while an algorithm itself might be
implemented in the form of a computer program. However,
those programs often remain unpublished. In some IR domains, particularly, in music information retrieval (MIR), even
if a software implementation is reusable, test collections might
not be available for a third party researcher either for the
reason of their big size or due to the copyright restrictions.
That’s one of the reasons explaining difficulties of comparing
or reproducing results achieved by other researchers. From the
study [1] we know some statistics of what MIR researchers are
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as software developers. The figures are rather discouraging:
82% of researchers did develop software, but only 39% of
those took steps to achieve better reproducibility. It is no
wonder that only 35% of those developers published any
code, whereas 51% said their code had never left their own
computer. Often the only way to follow is to believe in the
results reported in papers without any possibility to be sure
that the reported results came from a research method, and
not from bugs in the software. Thus, researchers often reimplement algorithms based on the published descriptions;
such re-implementations are not often executed in the same
context as it was for the original software.
In [2] the best practices are examined, which are aimed
to improve research reproducibility. Among them there are
such ones as using collaborative platforms (like Github) and
resource sharing mechanisms in order to lower the barrier
to reproduce the third party work. In [3] a platform for reexecuting software in the same context is described. That
solution is based on capturing files and environments required
for an experiment, and building an archive with subsequent
software re-execution on a third party machine.
In [4] the authors took the significant step toward research
reusability and reproducibility in the domain of machine
learning. They developed and maintain a networked system
(OpenML) for sharing and organizing data sets and algorithms
solving the typical machine learning tasks. In our work we
pay attention to two broader aspects of the reproducibility
problem. Firstly, it might not be permitted to distribute the
source code, the binary files or the datasets due to the legal
issues. Secondly, due to manifold existing supporting tools
(such as version control systems, build systems or runtime
environments) it is not easy to configure a local environment
in a way to be capable to run a third party software not limited
by the specific data and task types.
A possible solution addressing both mentioned issues is to
distribute both software and datasets as services accessible via
a standard client (e.g. a web browser). In such a case neither data copying, nor environment configuration is required.
However, distributing algorithms and datasets as services is far
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from being a trivial problem. There is a certain similarity with
Milne and Witten’s consideration on data mining. Researchers
who want to use Wikipedia as a knowledge source have
two major options: either to base their work on secondary
structures, or to build their own algorithms from scratch [5].
There are difficulties to share the algorithms due to lack of
supporting platforms. We think that the similar situation exists
in the domain of MIR.
Clouds can serve as a platform to share algorithms as
services. One significant problem is a relatively high barrier
to entry for non-experts. In our earlier work we described
sources, advantages and problems of deploying research software in clouds and proposed an architecture of a provisioning
service for automatic CLI applications deployment in computing clouds [6]. The proposed solution targets problems of build
and run error discovery and handling, with special emphasis
on errors conditioned by possible misconfiguration of a virtual
platform where client software modules have to be executed.
The remaining text is organized as follows. In section II-A
we discuss the process of CLI software deployment and provide a brief survey of existing approaches in order to explain
their limitations and constraints (conditioning difficulties of
provisioning applications as services). For the reason that we
consider using expert systems as one of possible ways to
overcome such difficulties, in section II-B we pay attention
to a web based expert system (WBES) user interfaces. In
section II-C we analyze a state-of-the art example of a web
based expert system and evaluate its architecture with reuse
and change scenarios. We discover that the modification of a
model requires changes in all the model-view-presenter (MVP)
architecture components, which, in a sense, goes against the
motivation to use MVC/MVP pattern in design. In section III
we examine two approaches to define a model interface: a
domain aware approach and a domain agnostic approach.
In order to better separate a presenter from a model, we
propose to complement a subject domain ontology with a
user communication ontology. For the problem of provisioning software in clouds, we define an ontology of software
provisioning partially described in section III-A as well as a
user communication ontology (section III-B). In section IV
we describe a software provisioning self-service networked
infrastructure, its architecture and its major components. In
section V we demonstrate how the proposed approach helps
in developing a web-based expert system for CLI applications
deployment in computing clouds. We list some experiments we
arranged in order to evaluate the knowledge based approach
of using introduced networked infrastructure for provisioning
a series of projects developed in the domain of MIR. We
compare the knowledge based approach with the other existing
implementations (section V-A) and describe a scenario based
architecture evaluation process (section V-B).
II. R ELATED W ORK
In order to position our work within the framework of the
service distribution domain we have to examine three major
issues. First, we attempt to have a look at existing systems

for deploying CLI applications in clouds with respect to the
user expertise necessary to use such systems properly. Second,
we analyze existing works on expert system user interface
development with special attention paid to WBESs. Third, we
analyze an emerging problem of providing a web-based user
interface of an expert system to end users: specifically, how
to apply MVC or MVP design patterns (widely used in web
application architectures) for a WBES.
A. Deploying a CLI Application in a Cloud
Research software (especially in the MIR domain) is often
developed as desktop applications which primarily were not
intended to be executed in networked or distributed environments. This aspect causes difficulties of their deployment
in clouds without significant changes in software code. For
example, an OpenShift PaaS1 provides two ways to deploy an
application in a cloud. The first way is to develop a custom
cartridge, while the second one is to develop a module for
an existing cartridge (e.g. JavaEE cartridge, Python cartridge,
Ruby-on-Rails cartridge, etc.). Unfortunately, both approaches
seem to be unsuitable for deploying CLI applications having
no any networking capabilities. In order to support networking
features without modification of an existing application, a
proxy component is required [7]. The reality is that a deployer
must be provided with the exact configuration describing a
runtime environment. If the configuration is not valid (for
example, an incorrect Python version is selected) users get
unrecoverable deployment errors. In order to recover deployment errors automatically we could use such approaches as
AutoBash [8].
In our earlier work we described how to extend the AutoBash approach by applying knowledge engineering formalisms [9]. We designed a proxy architecture which, in turn,
is an enhanced MEDEA2 proxy where a knowledge base is
leveraged to control deployment and execution processes. In
fact, the system described in the following sections of this
paper can be considered as a web based expert system helping
users to deploy a CLI application both in a cloud and within
a desktop environment. Thus, the idea is to make deployment
and invocation process as easy as uploading applications and
datasets via web forms. Specifically, in the MIR domain the
main algorithm experimentation scenarios are the following:
• A researcher wishes to test his/her algorithm by using
one of the standard test collections, which might not be
publicly available;
• A researcher wishes to compare the algorithm to other
algorithms by using the same corpus;
• A researcher wishes to test a third party algorithm by
using his/her own test corpus;
• A researcher wishes to test the corpus by running third
party algorithms.
In the above mentioned work [9] we analyzed two popular
software platforms facilitating the above mentioned scenarios:
1 http://openshift.redhat.com
2 MEDEA

– Message, Enqueue, Dequeue, Execute, Access
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one used in MIR, while the second used as a software
deployment infrastructure.
NEMA3 [10] provides access to the MIR software and data
sets through the Internet. The environment was developed in
2008–2010, just about the period when the very first cloud
service commercial implementations appeared. In fact, the
NEMA provides a platform as a service (PaaS) and allows
provisioning client software as a service (SaaS). The NEMA
uses a set of preconfigured virtual machine images; each
image provides a platform (e.g. Python, Java, etc.), which is
completely configured to be used by the NEMA flow service.
Storing a large set of custom images is expensive, moreover,
any image modification has to be done manually; that’s why
using NEMA in public clouds is not easy.
The MEDEA4 [7] infrastructure enables the deployment of
an arbitrary CLI application on an arbitrary cloud platform.
The MEDEA uses standard virtual machine images provided
by a cloud and uploads a special wrapper (a task worker, in
MEDEA terms) to the running virtual machine. The wrapper
initializes the respective execution environment (Python or
Java, for example) and then executes a client application.
If we consider MEDEA as a self-service platform (within
the context of MIR), there are two issues to be observed.
Firstly, MIR applications often have dependencies on third
party components and libraries, therefore, a wrapper might
not initialize the environment properly. Sometimes researchers
are unable to upload these libraries due to certain license
restrictions; sometimes they don’t know how to create an
application package containing all the required dependencies.
Secondly, there are MIR test collections which are not publicly
available, so the code executed against those collections shall
be considered to be “unsafe”, and shall be executed in managed way in order to avoid dataset leaking. Let us mention
that within the framework of the proposed architecture we
address both issues by introducing a deployment manager
that includes a wrapper component as it is described in the
following sections.
The special case is MIREX 5 , which is not a platform but
an organization providing a service for testing algorithms
delivered by its creators. In addition to the published test
collections, some “secret” test collections are also used, and
the evaluation process is arranged in the form of an annual
contest. Thus, researchers have to wait for the results till the
next competition, hence, this is not a way for everyday use.
B. Expert System User Interfaces
As mentioned in [11], “Expert systems is a branch of
Artificial Intelligence that makes extensive use of specialized
knowledge to solve problems at the level of a human expert.”
As a result of Internet evolution and telecommunication tools
development a new type of expert systems appeared: Web
3 NEMA – Networked Environment for Music Analysis: www.music-ir.org/
?q-nema/overview
4 MEDEA – Message, Enqueue, Dequeue, Execute, Access
5 MIREX – Music Information Retrieval Evaluation eXchange: http://www.
music-ir.org/mirex/

Based Expert Systems (WBES)[12]. In our work we pay
attention to one important aspect of WBES design, i.e. user
communication with WBES.
The focus of the majority of current works on expert system
user interfaces is on the functional requirements (e.g. on
capabilities the UI does provide and the reasons for them).
Examples of such requirements are listed in [11]. We also
found research works focused on a particular expert system
development containing some screenshots of an expert system
user interface and a discussion on the system architecture
(see [13] for instance). Fewer works are focused on WBES development process [14]. We only found few works discussing
a level of workload separation between a server and a client of
an expert system [15]. The same is true for architectural issues
of providing a user interface for a generic expert system [16],
[17].
In [18] the authors realized that existing approaches to
evaluate an expert system are connected mostly with the
rules evaluation, paying less attention to user interaction
issues. Some researchers complain about “a lack of a general
methodology for developing web-based expert systems” [12]
and notice that “web sites that enclose an expert system have
been developing ad hoc and their developers do not follow
any systematic method or process” [19].
C. A Case Study: Web Based Expert Systems and Design
Patterns
In order to better understand WBES user communication
issues, we studied one of the rare state-of-the-art examples of
the WBES where there is a discussion on WBES architecture
and WBES-related design patterns.
For an end user, a WBES is presented as a web application.
As we can see from many works (see [20], [21] for example)
a common way to implement web applications is to use a
model-view-controller (MVC) pattern [22] or its generalization
known as a model-view-presenter (MVP) pattern [23]. However, using MVP might present a problem if we evaluate an
architecture by using any scenario-based method (for example,
SAAM [24]).
Let us think, for instance, of an MVC-based solution for
an automatic price negotiation proposed in [25]. The authors
suggest we use a production knowledge base with an inference
engine as a Model, while the generated HTML pages are Views
and a mediator component is a Controller (see Figure 1).
As it is well known, if we follow an MVC pattern we
expect to have such an advantage that each of the three
structural components (e.g. a Model, a View and a Controller)
can be modified independently. It allows to improve such
software quality properties as reusability, modifiability and
reduce a ripple effect appearing if one of the components
changes significantly [23]. Let’s evaluate this statement with
the following scenarios:
1) Reusability: we can change an expert system domain
from price negotiation to CLI application execution. If
we consider this rather substantial change, we have to
modify the Model (despite keeping the inference engine,
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Fig. 1.

The MVC design pattern and the price negotiation system class diagram [25]

we still have to change the knowledge base), the View
(in order to be compatible with another ontology serving
us as a dictionary of concepts used for production rules)
as well as the Controller (since the model interface has
to be updated in order to be compatible with that new
ontology).
2) Changeability: during the evolution the price negotiation domain description changes significantly: temporal
aspects are added to the price negotiation rules similar to
“if a seller decreased the price on a small value followed
by decreasing the price on a medium value then ...”. If
we consider this change, we have to modify the View (in
order to make it compatible with another set of concepts)
as well as the Model and the Controller (for the similar
reasons as those in the reusability scenario description).
Thus, the above scenarios require changes in all the three
MVC major components.
Applying methods of formal architecture evaluation allows
to evaluate component relations and discover whether a system
follows a loosely coupled design strategy [26]. Let us note that
using component interfaces doesn’t guarantee system loose
coupling since a scenario might affect changes in an interface,
which, in turn, leads to the changes in all the components
depending on this interface.
Both of the above mentioned scenarios require an ontology
to be changed (e.g. the dictionaries used in production rules).
This is a key factor since other two components (e.g. the View
and the Presenter/Controller) directly depend on the domain
ontology.
We think that the problem is that an interface is strongly
connected to the subject domain. If we succeed to remove
the subject domain related information from the interface, we
are able to construct a user friendly GUI without having to
redesign an expert system architecture in order to fit every
change in the expert system subject domain.
Following [23], there are two major problems to be resolved
while developing a GUI application:
• UI: How does the user interact with my data?

Data Management: How do I manage my data?
Each problem falls into three more concrete questions
(see Figure 2). In our work we only address the following
questions: What is my data? (see Section III-A), How do
I change my data? (see Section IV-C1), and partially the
question How do I display my data? (see Section IV-C2). In
MVC terms the questions are: What is the interface of my
model for the view? and What is the interface of my model for
the controller?.
•

III. I NTRODUCING THE M ODEL
After the analysis of a series of existing expert system implementations, we realized that there are two basic approaches
to define a Model interface:
1) Expert system domain aware model interface: There
are interface methods directly connected to the subject
domain as it is implemented in work [25] (e.g. setPriceHigh in the example of automated price negotiation on
the web). Figure 5 (1) illustrates this issue.
2) Domain agnostic model interface: A user interface
communicates directly with the inference engine interface as it is implemented in works [27], [28]. It means
that there are methods like assertFact(fact: Fact) (see
Figure 5 (2)).
If we follow the first approach, we have to change the Model
interface in order to respond to subject domain changes. If
we rely on the second one, we are able to keep the Model–
presenter interaction interface, but changes in the subject
domain still require changes both in the Model (the knowledge
base rules) and in the Presenter (since the latter should be
able to assert new facts to the knowledge base). Thus, both
approaches are not aimed at using the MVP pattern in the best
way.
In order to separate the Presenter and the Model we propose
to complement an expert system subject domain ontology
(e.g. automatic price negotiation or CLI application deployment) with a user communication subject domain ontology
(UserComm, see Figure 5 (3)). As far as a problem of user
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Fig. 2.

The MVP design pattern [23]

communication can be described with no connection to the
subject domain problems, a user communication model can
be developed once and then reused oftentimes as long as its
interface is well designed and doesn’t change. Therefore, as
a Model, we propose to use a knowledge base (with rules
description and its working memory), but an interface of the
model for other components includes only the concepts from
the UserComm domain.
A. Introducing a Request-Activity and Related Facts Core
Ontology
In order to formalize both software provisioning and execution error description, as well as the relationships between an
error and an error resolution procedure, knowledge engineering formalisms are required. In [29] and [9] we proposed and
argued for a Software Provisioning Ontology that describes
processes of software code building and execution with much
attention paid to represent build and execution errors as well
as the actions required to fix the recognized errors. In the
earlier mentioned works we also demonstrated how ontologies
of specific tasks can be defined by extending the core ontology
base entities.
Hereinafter we only introduce basic entities of the above
mentioned software provisioning ontology aimed at describing
and resolving the problems of CLI software provisioning
to a virtual platform. Let us mention again that we focus
on deployment problems in relation to the special software
class – research software implementing the MIR algorithms.
The authors of such programs are usually able to implement
an algorithm in the form of CLI-based console application,
which transforms the input data to the output according to
the data formats required by a certain algorithm evaluation
system. However, it is common that a developer might not be
experienced enough to resolve runtime environment failures or
to guarantee that virtual platform requirements are satisfied.
The major concepts of this ontology are Activities and
activity Requests (see Figure 3). An Activity is a sequence of
Actions aimed at achieving an activity goal, while a Request
can be considered as a new goal setting. An activity might
aggregate requests (being subrequests, in a sense), while a
request might consist of activities: if an activity fails, an error
has to be identified and fixed, then the activity for the same

request has to be restarted. If the activity failure can not be
fixed, the request is considered failed.
In order to describe activity results, we introduce a concept
of an Activity status, which is twofold: there may be an Activity
runtime status and an Activity completion status. The Activity
runtime status instances are an Activity being executed and an
Activity suspended. The Activity completion status instances
are an Activity succeeded and an Activity failed. We assume
that an activity is completed successfully if the activity goal is
reached (for example, for the activity Unpacking the artifact
has been successfully unpacked). Otherwise the activity is
failed (for example, some file artifact has not been unpacked
for the reason that the required archiving utility has not been
found in the system).
The Request features a necessary and appropriate condition
that there starts an activity of a particular type. Similar to an
activity concept, a Request might also have its status, which is
also twofold: there are a Request runtime status and a Request
completion status. The Request runtime status instances are a
Request being executed and a Request suspended, while the
Request completion status instances are a Request succeeded
and a Request failed. If at least one activity for the request
is completed successfully, the request is considered to be
completed successfully too. By contrast, if all the activities
associated with the given request failed, the request is considered to be failed.
Subject domain ontologies are rarely used in expert systems
directly: they are usually too common to describe the subject
domain-related specific tasks. However, we are able to define
an ontology of specific tasks by extending the base entities of
the core ontology, and in so doing to follow an extendibility
principle of the ontology design: “an ontology should be
designed so as to allow to use shared vocabularies and to
support monotonic ontology extension or/and specialization
(i.e. new terms might be introduced without revising existing
definitions)” [30].
Let us note that in the earlier mentioned work [9] we also
demonstrated how to construct the knowledge base production
rules in order to manage processes of client application building and execution with detecting respective errors while using
some building tool (e.g. maven) as a kind of specific building
system.
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Requestscopedknowledge
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for-request

kindOf

Requeststatus-relatedfact

Requestrelated-fact

produces

kindOf

for-activity

Activity

Fig. 3.

for-requeststatus

Global-fact

Activities and requests are main ontology concepts

B. User Communication Ontology
The user communication ontology (that we refer to as
UserComm) is based on Request-RequestStatus and RelatedFacts concepts of the core ontology mentioned in the previous
section.
The UserComm ontology provides the following concepts
(see Figure 4) which represent users’ requests:
• A user request extends a Request concept and represents
a request generated by a user. Associated request related
facts provide more details on the user request
• An ordered argument extends a request related fact and
represents a part of the user request in the form of an
integer-value, where a value is an arbitrary string.
• A key-value argument extends a request related fact
concept and represents a part of the user request in the
form of key-value where key and value are strings.
• A key-(multivalue argument) extends a request related
fact concept and represents a part of the user request in
the form of key-(array of values), where key and each
value are strings.
• A named artifact extends a request related fact concept
and represents a part of the user request in the form of a
name-(binary file), where name is a string
• An unnamed artifact extends a request related fact
concept and represents a part of the user request in the
form of binary file. At most one unnamed artifact may
be associated with a request.
The UserComm domain description serves as an abstraction
layer used by both the Presenter and the Model allowing to
hide real expert system’s domain from the Presenter as shown
in Figure 5 (3). UML diagram presenting the Model interface
to be used by a Presenter, a Controller or a View is shown
in Figure 6. In the following sections we describe how the
Presenter and the View use the Model interface, and how the
expert system domain rules communicate with a user via the
UserComm ontology abstraction layer.
IV. S OFTWARE P ROVISIONING S ELF -S ERVICE
N ETWORKED I NFRASTRUCTURE : A N A RCHITECTURE AND
M AJOR C OMPONENTS
An architecture of a system for automated experiments
with algorithms developed in MIR is shown in Figure 7 (see

Requeststatus-relatedfact

Request

kindOf

for-request

for-requeststatus
Requeststatus

kindOf

Named-artifact

kindOf
Userrequest

Requestrelated-fact
kindOf

Ordered-argument
+ value: string
+ order: int

Fig. 4.

kindOf

kindOf
kindOf

+ name: string
+ location: path
Unnamed-artifact
+ location: path

Key-value-argument

Key-multivalue-argument

+ value: string
+ key: string

+ value: string[]
+ key: string

UserComm domain ontology

also [6]). It includes the following components:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

User interface
Submitted applications repository
Virtual machine images repository
Deployment knowledge base
Deployment manager
Input provider service
Result collecting service
Statistics service
Authentication and authorization service
Client virtual machines
Cloud manager
Cloud administrator console

Some of the listed components (e.g. a cloud administrator
console, authentication and authorization services, etc.) are
provided by a cloud infrastructure.
Provisioning client applications to a cloud is supported by
two major components of a virtual platform: a cloud broker
and a deployment manager (see Figure 8). The latter is a
composition of a deployment manager agent and a configuration manager. A knowledge base (KB), an inference engine
and its working memory are components of an expert system
controlling the provisioning process.
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1

«interface»
DomainAwareInterface
+setMinPrice(in minPrice)
+setMaxPrice(in maxPrice)
+...()

Presenter

Model

A. Deployment Manager

Aware of

Aware of

ES Domain

«interface»
DomainAgnosticInterface
+assertFact(in fact : Fact)
+retractFact(in fact : Fact)
+...()

2

Presenter

Model

«interface»
Fact

«interface»
MaxPrice

Aware of

Aware of

3

«interface»
MinPrice

ES Domain

«interface»UserCommModel
+...()

Presenter

Model

Aware of

Aware of

Aware of

UserComm
Domain

ES Domain
Aware of

Fig. 5. Model interface for a presenter: (1) expert system domain aware; (2)
expert system domain agnostic; (3) user communication domain aware
«interface»
UserCommModel
+createNewRequest(in context : ContextHandler) : RequestHandler
+addRequestRelatedFact(in h : RequestHandler, in f : RequestRelatedFact)
+getRequestStatus(in h : RequestHandler) : RequestStatus
+getRequestStatusRelatedFacts(in h : RequestHandler) : RequestStatusRelatedFact[]

Fig. 6.

Model interface

Similar to the MEDEA approach, a wrapper is uploaded to
a virtual machine deployed in a cloud. The wrapper provides
an HTTP interface and executes a client CLI application in
response to user inputs provided via an HTTP proxy interface.
Normally the wrapper consists of two components: a proxy
and an executor, where the proxy invokes the executor directly
according to HTTP commands received via an HTTP interface.
In our implementation, in contrast to a traditional approach, the
proxy and the executor never interact directly but via indirect
communications using a knowledge base. In terms of the MVP
design pattern the Proxy is a Presenter, the Knowledge Base
is a Model. while the View could be either a client side web
browser, or a server side HTML code generator component.
Let us note that an expert system often communicates not
only with a user but with other components of the system. For
instance, for the purpose of CLI application deployment an expert system might need executing a command (a communication with the executor) or changing a platform configuration (a
communication with the configuration manager). The problem
is how to define an interface that doesn’t need to be changed
if an expert system domain changes. This problem is similar
to the problem of interface definition between a View and a
Model, as well as between a Presenter and a Model in MVP
pattern. Hence, we can use the same approach. We can define
an ontology (ActionExecution ontology or ConfigManagement
ontology) used for communication between an expert system
and any external component.
B. Deployment Manager Agent
The deployment manager agent gathers runtime information
about the client application and about the environment state
and uses the knowledge base in order to resolve deployment
and execution errors such as absence of required components
or libraries, improper runtime environment version, etc. The
agent interacts with the configuration manager by using the
ConfigManagement ontology (including high-level commands
like “need Python3”) in order to reconfigure the platform
properly. In turn, the configuration manager interacts with the
cloud broker (which is a component provided by a cloud itself)
by using low-level commands (e.g. “change VM image”). In
so doing, the configuration manager controls the installation of
the external components (such as language runtimes, necessary
middleware or databases) to the platform. It also controls
virtual machines recreation if required.
C. Proxy

Fig. 7.

CLI software provisioning service architecture

The proxy component is responsible for providing a capability to access the expert system by supporting two routines:
1) Asserting user requests to the knowledge base;
2) Retrieving the execution status.
In a sense, the proxy acts as an adapter transforming the data
representation from one form (HTTP) to another (UserComm
facts) and vice versa. The UserCommModel interface (see
Figure 6) is used for interaction with the knowledge base.
Request related facts for a request generated by the proxy
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4) Get
a
RequestStatusRelatedF acts
for
a
RequestHandler
by
invoking
getRequestStatusRelatedF acts
method
(see
Figure 6).
5) Decide on view layout on the base of
the
RequestStatus
properties
(including
runtime type information) and a variety of
RequestStatusRelatedF acts (or use some default
layout).
6) Draw each object with its own widget being a part of
the layout.
D. Execution Process

Fig. 8.

Managing application deployment in a cloud

should be only concepts from the set of concepts defined by
the UserComm ontology. In order to interact with a user the
REST-like HTTP interface is provided (as defined in Table I).
Two major procedures for HTTP requests processing are
described in the following subsections.
1) Proxy: Processing POST Requests: In this section we
describe a method for an arbitrary HTTP request transformation to a knowledge base facts representation with use
of a fixed set of UserComm ontology concepts. The method
consists of five major steps:
1) Parse an HTTP request (according to RFC 2616).
2) Map parts of the HTTP request to ontology facts according to the rules defined in Table II.
3) Obtain a ContextHandler6 object from the HTTP
request URL.
4) Obtain a RequestHandler object by invoking
createN ewRequest method (see Figure 6) with a
ContextHandler parameter obtained in the previous
step. In fact, this invocation asserts new U serRequest
object to the knowledge base of the model.
5) Assert
all
the
RequestRelatedF acts
by
invoking addRequestRelatedF act method with a
RequestHandler parameter obtained in the previous
step.
2) Proxy: Processing GET Requests: In this section we
describe a method for querying a RequestResult with an
HTTP request. The method consists of six major steps:
1) Parse an HTTP request according to RFC 2616.
2) Extract RequestHandler object from the request URL.
3) Get a RequestStatus for a RequestHandler by invoking getRequestStatus method (see Figure 6) with
a RequestHandler parameter obtained in the previous
step.
6 According to Section III-A a context for a Request is an Activity. By
convention a top-level activity may represent a user and a context for all
top-level requests. For a subrequest its context is represented by the request’s
parent Activity

As we described in our earlier work [6], we extended the
MEDEA and NEMA execution model by adding the second
phase of the execution process. During the first phase (command execution) some debugging information can be written
to stdout/stderr, to the environment logs and so on. These
execution results are represented as facts and asserted into
the working memory. During the second phase the results
are analyzed. As soon as the expert system determines the
execution failure and the error cause is determined, the expert system issues appropriate reconfiguration command. This
command is handled by the executor, which either performs
the necessary operations by itself or delegates them to the
configuration manager.
An executor is a platform-specific component. It observes
a working memory for the presence of action facts. We use
a deferred action execution model: as soon as the inference
engine does not have any active rules, the executor performs
the required actions described in the form of action facts stored
in the working memory. Such an approach is tolerant to action
facts addition, deletion or modification up until the moment
when the agent performs the action.
E. Configuration Manager
The configuration manager interacts with the cloud broker in order to provide the required configuration, i.e. to
install/uninstall necessary/unnecessary system components,
(frameworks, applications). As soon as the reconfiguration
process is completed, the configuration manager asserts new
environment configuration facts. As a result, this assertion
might activate the rules asserting actions in order to execute
the failed command again or to notify the user about an
unrecoverable failure detected.
V. E VALUATION
First, let us demonstrate how to apply the proposed system
architecture to develop a web-based expert system for CLI
applications deployment in a cloud. We consider only user
communication aspect of the system in this example.
The Proxy component provides an API as described in
Table I. We extended the proxy interface with a GET method
for all URLs supporting POST requests. The response to the
GET request to such a URL returns a simple HTML page that
a user can use to upload an artifact (zip archive, for example)
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TABLE I
REST INTERFACE OF THE PROXY COMPONENT
URL

HTTP
method

Description

/action/<contextHandler>/<relative path>?<query string>

POST

Submit a user request within the context contextHandler. The
request is executed according to the procedure described in section IV-C1.

/status/<requestHandler>

GET

Get execution result for a request identified by requestHandler.
The request is executed according to the procedure described in
section IV-C2.

TABLE II
HTTP REQUEST TO UserComm CONCEPTS TRANSFORMATION RULES
HTTP message part
Segment(*) of <relative path>

Ontology concept

Description

OrderedArgument(segNo, segValue)

The segment is represented by its value segValue (path
segment name as it appears in the URL) and its order
segNo(i.e. number of ’/’ signs in the URL before the
segment)

KeyValueArgument(key, value)

The query string parameter is represented by its key and
value.

KeyMultivalueArgument(key, value[])

The query string parameter is represented by its key and
value[] (zero or several, but not exactly one value).

KeyValueArgument(fieldId, value)

The form input field is represented by its id fieldId as it
appears in HTML code or in multipart HTTP message
and value (the contents of the field or the entity value
in multipart HTTP message)

NamedArtifact(fieldId, fileContentsPath)

The file input field is represented by its id fieldId as it
appears in HTML code or in multipart HTTP message
and a path fileContentsPath to a local copy of the binary
file received from a user

HTTP named entity
(not HTML form)

NamedArtifact(entityName, fileContentsPath)

Named entity is represented by its id entityName as it
appears in multipart HTTP message and a path fileContentsPath to a local copy of the binary file received from
a user

HTTP default entity

UnamedArtifact(fileContentsPath)

Parameter(**) from <query string>
(’key=value’)
Parameter from <query string>
(’key’ or ’key=values[]’)
HTML form input field
(input field type is not ’file’)

HTML form input field
(input field type is ’file’)

Default entity is represented by a path fileContentsPath
to a local copy of the binary file received from a user
(*) According to RFC 3986 path of a URL consists of zero or more segments separated by slash (’/’) character.
(**) RFC 3986 doesn’t set any restrictions on a query string format. In practice Web developers use ampersand (’&’) separated ’key=value’, ’key=values[]’
or ’key’ format as defined in RFC 1866.

to the server. Selecting a file to upload followed by clicking on
“Submit” button causes the form to be uploaded to the same
URL that is used to download the form. In our system the
GET URL path is “/action/user/deploy/” so the POST URL
path is also “/action/user/deploy/”.
According to the algorithm described in Section IV-C1,
the proxy parses an HTTP message in the following
way: a contextHandler is string “user”, a relative
path consists of one segment “deploy”. Hence
an input field with an artifact is transformed to
N amedArtif act(“artif act′′ , “/local/f ile/path′′ )
and
URL
path
is
transformed
to
OrderedArgument(1, “deploy ′′ ). The proxy invokes
createN ewRequest method (see Figure 6) of the model and
receives a RequestHandler that is used to assert all other
facts via addRequestRelatedF act method and returns the
RequestHandler to the user’s browser. The latter redirects
the response to URL “/status/RequestHandler”.
In the knowledge base we can construct a rule translating a
UserComm domain to an expert system domain as follows:

RULE ‘Deploy an artifact’
IF
ctx : Context(‘user’)
req : UserRequest(ctx)
exists OrderedArgument( order==1
AND value==‘deploy’
AND request==req)
artifact : NamedArtifact(name==‘artifact’
AND request==req)
THEN
assert(Expert system domain facts)
END RULE
Similarly, we are able to define the rules to translate the
expert system domain back to the UserComm domain.
Redirection to “/status/RequestHandler” URL enables users
to monitor execution process. In the simplest case the request
result might be described as a status string, e.g. “in progress”,
“completed” and so on.
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A. Expert System Evaluation: Preview
Currently we tested the approach by implementing a prototype system that was successfully used for automatic deployment of two Java projects (built with maven) selected among
the projects submitted to the MIREX 2013 contest7 . During
the deployment there were several configuration errors. For
each error we provided the knowledge base rule in order to
detect and fix configuration errors. Table III lists the examples
of build and run errors discovered during our experiments.
B. Scenario Based System Architecture Evaluation
1) Reuse Scenario: Domain That Changes: Let’s revisit
the case study investigated in Section II-C: the change of
the Model provoked changes in both the View and the Controller. As we discovered in Section II-C, these changes are
conditioned by the fact that the Model provides a domainspecific interface for data modification. If we use the described
architecture (which includes two domains: the communication
domain (UserComm) and the expert system domain), changing
the expert system domain doesn’t lead us to the communication domain changes. Thus, the Model interface can be
preserved, and the Presenter remains unchanged. The View
might need to be updated in order to support new RequestStatusRelatedFacts introduced by the changed expert system
domain. The communication interface between a View and a
Model (as well as between a View and a Presenter) remains
unchanged. To sum up, updating the Model component leads
to changes in the View only because this new domain has new
concepts to be visualized.
2) Change Scenario: Model That Changes: The Model
change can be handled the same way as the domain change
(see section V-B1). Updating the Model might lead to changes
in the View if this new model has new concepts to be
visualized.
3) Change Scenario: Managed and Unmanaged Execution
Modes: As we described in [6], the architecture with isolated
proxy and executor components allows implementing different
execution modes (e.g. system behavior) without modifications
of neither the proxy, nor the executor. In practical cases,
at least two execution modes are useful: managed mode
and unmanaged mode. Regardless of the current mode, the
knowledge base is able to detect and fix recoverable errors in
order to support client software automatic deployment.
In the managed mode we have a predefined client code
invocation command, as well as we use strict validation of the
input and output data. Validated output data are automatically
published as request status related facts. Especially in case of
MIR, in the managed mode it is possible to keep private music
collections safe while providing access to these collections for
processing by third party algorithms.
In the unmanaged mode the invocation command, as well
as its input and output data are defined in an HTTP request.
The framework doesn’t check input and output data, but it still
detects and fixes recoverable execution errors.
7 http://www.music-ir.org/mirex/wiki/2013:Main
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While these modes differ significantly in behavior, they are
implemented entirely at the knowledge base level. It means
that in order to support managed or unmanaged modes, only
changes in the knowledge base component (i.e. in the Model)
are required.
4) Change Scenario: Deploying a CLI application in IaaS
or PaaS clouds: The basic idea of this evaluation scenario
is to check whether the expert system is able to deploy
a CLI application to PaaS and IaaS clouds. The platform
configuration can be handled in three different ways:
1) In PaaS clouds the configuration manager can delegate
all operations to the cloud broker (as in OpenShift).
Necessary components can be installed as cartridges
developed by the communities (e.g. Python or Ruby
cartridges). This approach is the easiest to implement,
but it requires support from the cloud as Figure 9 (left)
illustrates.
2) In PaaS and IaaS clouds the configuration manager is
able to install all the required software itself. Software
installation can be implemented using the same interfaces that end users have. Indeed, within the context of
deployment there is no big difference whether the deployment manager deploys a particular version of a build
system (e.g. maven), or a MIR research application. This
approach is illustrated in Figure 9 (middle).
3) In IaaS clouds it is possible to have a set of preconfigured virtual machines, hence configuring means switching of virtual machine images as shown in Figure 9
(right). This way might be resource consuming but in
some cases there is no other choice. For instance, it is
useful to have two images: one with *nix OS and the
other one with Windows OS, because there is no way to
install Windows applications to *nix or vice versa with
no virtual machines usage.
In its pure forms neither PaaS nor IaaS fits the task of
MIR research software automatic deployment and execution.
For example, using the only PaaS it is often impossible to
implement access to big local data. If we consider an example
of MSD (Million Songs Dataset [31]) with its size of about 240
GB, we immediately face two problems: 1) a virtual platform
is usually limited by only several GBs of disk space, 2) for
a virtual platform it is usually not allowed to mount new
partitions, volumes or remote file systems. Our subject domain
restrictions make it almost impossible to force client software
developers to use some network file system similar to webdav.
In turn, an IaaS does support mounting new partitions. However, installing and configuring, say, a Python environment
requires installing the Python interpreter from the repositories
and its additional configuration by using scripts, i.e. the
process not trivial for non-experts. On the contrary, in a PaaS
the same effect may be achieved by only one command for
installing the respective cartridge (of course, if the required
cartridge exists, and the latter observation is true for a great
majority of practical cases and PaaS platforms). Therefore we
propose to use a hybrid approach IaaS+PaaS, where a PaaS
may be deployed within an IaaS cloud.
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TABLE III
E XAMPLES OF ERRORS DISCOVERED DURING EXPERIMENTS WITH MIREX 2013 PROJECTS
Error

Detection method

Recovery action

Incorrect encoding of
source file

Component
javac

Pattern matching. Look for “error: unmappable character for
encoding” in javac log

Add appropriate javac/maven flag to specify encoding. Encoding can be detected
automatically or provided by user

copy-maven-plugin
runtime exception

maven

Pattern
matching.
Look
for
“copy-mavenplugin:0.2.5:copy”
and
“java.lang.NoClassDefFoundError:
Lorg/sonatype/aether/RepositorySystem;” in maven log

Downgrade maven to version 3.0.5

X11 server required

JVM/AWT

Pattern matching. Look for “java.awt.HeadlessException” in JVM
Install X11 server (we use Xvfb virtual
classloader log(*)
server)
(*)This exception is especially interesting for two reasons: 1) nobody expected AWT exception in CLI application and 2) This exception is caught in client
code, but it is not handled properly (it is ignored). The only way to detect that the exception was thrown is to analyze the classloader log.

Fig. 9.

PaaS/IaaS reconfiguration: (Left) New cartridge installation; (Middle) New software installation; (Right) Virtual machine recreation.

VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we have examined the problem of CLI
application provisioning in clouds. Being a web application
interacting with a cloud broker in order to manage cloud
resources and their configuration, the proposed infrastructure
provides a PaaS platform to deploy CLI applications as SaaS
services. In contrast to existing solutions we have proposed an
architecture where a proxy component and an executor don’t
interact directly. Instead of invoking each other, they assert
or retract facts in/from an expert system working memory.
Thus, the approach draws on the knowledge engineering
formalisms used not only for configuration errors recovery,
but also for decision making on how to handle requests in
order to protect intellectual property (in regards to MIR one
can talk about music collections, software implementations,
etc.). Although in this research we experimented mostly with
automatic deployment of Java+maven applications, we are
working on knowledge base extensions that allow deploying
native Windows, Python, MatLab and Vamp8 applications.
The proposed architecture addresses some of the most com8 http://www.vamp-plugins.org/

plex tasks of client virtual machine automatic reconfiguration,
including the following:
1) Installing operating systems on a virtual machine;
2) Installing and configuring a build environment;
3) Installing and configuring a required version of a runtime
environment;
4) Installing third party libraries during building;
5) Installing third party runtime libraries;
6) Providing access to machine learning and test data;
7) Providing access to a storage for execution results;
8) Providing user-side access to a client virtual machine.
We have investigated MVC and MVP design patterns as
well as the major difficulties of their application to implementing a user interface for a web-based expert system. By
introducing a special ontology representing user communication concepts, we have attempted to achieve an MVP-based
implementation of an expert system with respect to the loose
coupling design requirements, which, in turn, are strongly
connected to improving such software quality properties as
reusability and changeability. With regards to the demands
of scientific communities, we believe that the introduced
approach is in good direction to reproducibility, which is
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“not an afterthought – it is something that must be designed
into a project” [32]. Let us conclude with sharing the idea
that research reproducibility might add an overhead (that we
attempted to avoid in our approach). However, even “some
reproducible practices are better than none – it does not have
to be perfect to be a huge improvement” [2].
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